
Selected Spelling Pattern: Word Roots: "spect"

Spelling Pattern(s) Excluded? None

Grade Level: All

Number of Syllables in Word: All

Position in Word: All

Results Limited to Words w/Letters: N/A

Results: 70 words found (sorted by grade level)

  >  THIRD GRADE

          respect

  >  FOURTH GRADE

          disrespect

          inspect

          spectacles

          suspect

  >  FIFTH GRADE

          inspection

          prospector

          spectator

  >  SIXTH GRADE

          prospect

          spectrum

  >  SEVENTH GRADE & UP

          aspect

          aspects

          bespectacled

          circumspect

          circumspection

          disrespected

          disrespectful

          disrespecting

          disrespects

          inspected

          inspecting

          inspections

          inspector

          inspectorate

          inspectors

          inspects
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          introspect

          introspection

          introspective

          irrespective

          perspective

          perspectives

          prospecting

          prospective

          prospectively

          prospectors

          prospects

          prospectus

          prospectuses

          reinspect

          respectability

          respectable

          respectably

          respected

          respectful

          respectfully

          respecting

          respective

          respectively

          respects

          retrospect

          retrospective

          retrospectively

          spectacle

          spectacular

          spectacularly

          spectate

          spectators

          specter

          spectra

          spectre

          spectrometer

          spectroscopy

          spectrums

          suspected

          suspecting



          suspects

          unspectacular

          unsuspected

          unsuspecting



Selected Spelling Pattern: Word Roots: "spect"

Spelling Pattern(s) Excluded? None

Grade Level: All

Number of Syllables in Word: All

Position in Word: All

Results Limited to Words w/Letters: N/A

Results: 70 words found (sorted by number of syllables)

  >  TWO SYLLABLE WORDS

          aspect

          aspects

          inspect

          inspects

          prospect

          prospects

          respect

          respects

          spectate

          specter

          spectra

          spectre

          spectrum

          spectrums

          suspect

          suspects

  >  THREE SYLLABLE WORDS

          circumspect

          disrespect

          disrespects

          inspected

          inspecting

          inspection

          inspections

          inspector

          inspectors

          introspect

          perspective

          perspectives

          prospecting
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          prospective

          prospector

          prospectors

          prospectus

          reinspect

          respected

          respectful

          respecting

          respective

          retrospect

          spectacle

          spectacles

          spectator

          spectators

          suspected

          suspecting

  >  FOUR SYLLABLE WORDS

          bespectacled

          circumspection

          disrespected

          disrespectful

          disrespecting

          inspectorate

          introspection

          introspective

          irrespective

          prospectively

          prospectuses

          respectable

          respectably

          respectfully

          respectively

          retrospective

          spectacular

          spectrometer

          spectroscopy

          unsuspected

          unsuspecting

  >  FIVE SYLLABLE WORDS

          retrospectively



          spectacularly

          unspectacular

  >  SIX SYLLABLE WORDS

          respectability



Selected Spelling Pattern: Word Roots: "spect"

Spelling Pattern(s) Excluded? None

Grade Level: All

Number of Syllables in Word: All

Position in Word: All

Results Limited to Words w/Letters: N/A

Results: 70 words found (sorted by word frequency - descending)

          respect

          aspects

          aspect

          suspect

          suspected

          spectrum

          respected

          inspection

          respects

          spectacular

          perspective

          prospect

          inspector

          spectators

          prospective

          respective

          respectable

          inspect

          inspected

          prospects

          spectacles

          respectively

          spectacle

          suspects

          inspecting

          respectful

          respectfully

          prospectors

          inspectors

          spectator

          spectate
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          respecting

          unsuspecting

          prospecting

          inspections

          spectra

          specter

          retrospect

          perspectives

          suspecting

          respectability

          prospector

          spectacularly

          introspective

          introspection

          inspects

          disrespect

          disrespectful

          spectre

          spectroscopy

          irrespective

          unsuspected

          spectrometer

          retrospective

          respectably

          prospectus

          retrospectively

          circumspect

          unspectacular

          bespectacled

          spectrums

          prospectively

          circumspection

          reinspect

          disrespected

          disrespecting

          disrespects

          inspectorate

          introspect

          prospectuses





respect disrespect

inspect spectacles

suspect inspection

prospector spectator

prospect spectrum



aspect aspects

bespectacled circumspect

circumspection disrespected

disrespectful disrespecting

disrespects inspected



inspecting inspections

inspector inspectorate

inspectors inspects

introspect introspection

introspective irrespective



perspective perspectives

prospecting prospective

prospectively prospectors

prospects prospectus

prospectuses reinspect



respectability respectable

respectably respected

respectful respectfully

respecting respective

respectively respects



retrospect retrospective

retrospectively spectacle

spectacular spectacularly

spectate spectators

specter spectra



spectre spectrometer

spectroscopy spectrums

suspected suspecting

suspects unspectacular

unsuspected unsuspecting


